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Lawrence also reported erosion caused a water main at Winifred Pond behind Sommerdahl Subdivision to be in danger of collapsing.

“The water main was exposed during the recent storms and will need to be fixed as soon as we can get the work done,” said County Commissioner Joe Yamburg.

Cost associated with the Sommerdahl repair is $20,000.

The third repair was off Route 57 behind the Comfort Inn.

Lanham said heavy erosion had exposed a water main at Windover Point behind
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Dr. Aldemaro Romero Jr. is a writer and college professor who has authored a number of books and articles on the subject of fundraising. He is the author of this column, which appears regularly in The Intelligencer. His column can be reached at the website http://www.aeronomy.net

Stephen E. Lindsay is a member of the Intelligencer staff and has been with the newspaper for 24 years. He is also a member of the Illinois Press Association. His column can be reached at the website http://www.thesmartly.com
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